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Abstract

The crystal structure of a non-specific porin from
î resolution has been solved by
at 3.1 A

Paracoccus denitrificans

molecular replacement using the porin from Rhodopseudomonas
blastica as the search model. Paracoccus porin is very similar to

other non-specific porins of known structure : a trimer of 16
stranded

L-barrels each with a central pore constricted by a long

extracellular loop folding back against the barrel wall. The
distinctive distribution of charged residues of this non-specific
porin contributes to understanding the relation between structure
and ion selectivity.

z
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1. Introduction

Porins are found in the outer membranes of Gram-negative
bacteria, mitochondria and chloroplasts. They form weakly
ion-selective channels for small hydrophilic molecules with
size-exclusion limits around 600 Da [1,2]. Porins form stable
homotrimers that are resistant to detergents and proteases.
The structures of a number of porins are known with an
anti-parallel L-barrel as the common core motif [3^6]. The
barrel is comprised of 16 strands in non-speci¢c and 18
strands in sugar-speci¢c porins. The central pore along the
axis of the barrel is constricted by long loops folding back
into the barrel from the extracellular side. In the various theories of the origin of the eukaryotic cell [7], an endosymbiotic
link between mitochondrial and Paracoccus denitri¢cans [8,9]
is proposed. This is experimentally supported by electron microscopy of the voltage-dependent anion channel of mitochondrial outer membrane, indicating a structural relationship
between mitochondria and bacterial porins [10]. The structure
reported here may in the future contribute to the understanding of this evolutionary relationship.
2. Materials and methods

The puri¢cation and crystallisation of Paracoccus porin have been
previously described [11]. Two crystal forms of space group P1 are
î , b = 100.7 A
î,
found. The form used has cell dimensions a = 92.2 A
î
c = 111.8 A and K = 108.4³, L = 105.8³, Q = 108.6³. Di¡raction data
were collected using a rotating anode source (STOE, Darmstadt, Gerî
many) and a STOE imageplate detector system. A data set to 3.16 A
resolution of 71.4% completeness and Rsym = 8.3% was collected, containing 40 907 unique re£ections. Data reduction and space group
determination were carried out in XDS [12]. The asymmetric unit
contains two trimers of Paracoccus porin. Non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) relations were determined by a self-rotation function.
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The results showed that the three-fold axes of each trimer lie antiparallel to each other ^ trimer B packing head-to-head with trimer A
and tail-to-tail with symmetry mates of A ^ and that trimer B is
staggered with respect to trimer A by approx. 60³ around their antiparallel three-fold axes.
Rotation and translation functions were calculated using a trimer of
Rhodopseudomonas blastica [4] porin (PDB code 1PRN) as the search
model. Model structure factors were calculated in a triclinic cell of
î , c = 100 A
î and K = L = Q = 90³ with a resoludimensions a = b = 120 A
î . Native and model structure factors were nortion range of 10^4 A
malised prior to Patterson calculations. The rotation function was
calculated in AMoRe [13] with a step size of 2.5³ and a resolution
î . Six maxima were obtained, corresponding to 120³
range of 35^5 A
rotations around the NCS axis for trimers A and B. One of the three
possible orientations of trimer A was chosen at K = 52.5³, B = 89.8³,
P = 147.6³; that of trimer B was found by the previously determined
NCS relation to trimer A. The orientation was improved by Patterson
correlation re¢nement in X-PLOR [14], which increased the correlation coe¤cient to 0.344. Due to the low symmetry of the triclinic cell,
the translation search reduces to ¢nding the relative positions of the
two trimers. Trimer A was centred on the origin of the triclinic cell
and a three-dimensional translation search for trimer B was carried
î grid. A clear maximum was found at 0.075, 0.536, 0.666,
out on a 1 A
giving a peak 11c greater than the mean. The position of trimer B was
further improved by rigid-body re¢nement.
Initial phases were determined and a ¢rst electron density map
calculated. After six-fold non-crystallographic symmetry averaging
and solvent £attening the mainchain was traceable in a 2Fo Fc
map. Initially, all B factors were set to 30. After 160 cycles of leastsquares re¢nement, a slow cooling with start temperature of 4000 K
was run. The resultant model gave an R factor of 37.5% (Rfree = 40%)
and served as the start point for further re¢nement. Eight macrocycles
of re¢nement were carried out, each comprising of manual adjustment
of the model in O [15], rigid-body re¢nement, least-squares re¢nement, a slow cool re¢nement and grouped B-factor re¢nement. Strict
non-crystallographic symmetry was applied initially and late in re¢nement replaced by strong NCS restraints of atomic positions and temperature factors. The starting temperature of the slow cool re¢nement
was reduced from 4000 to 1000 K from the ¢rst to the eighth macrocycle. To avoid model bias the Rfree [16] was carefully monitored, a
decrease being observed at the completion of each cycle. The ¢nal
model gives an R factor of 24.4% and Rfree of 27.8%. The rms deviaî and 1.24³,
tions from ideal bond lengths and bond angles are 0.007 A
respectively. Due to the limited resolution of this study water molecules were not included in the model. However, one calcium ion per
monomer was identi¢ed in di¡erence Fourier maps based on its binding geometry.

3

3. Results
Paracoccus porin has the same fold as other non-speci¢c
porins, a 16 stranded anti-parallel L-barrel. The length of
the strands ranges from 7 to 16 residues and their tilt from
the membrane normal between 35 and 55³. The disposition of
the strands is re£ected in the height of the barrel wall, being
î at the inner monomer-monomer contact surface and 33
27 A
î
A at the membrane interface. Each trimer thus seems to form
three independent pores through the membrane. The loops
between strands are shorter at the periplasmic face (2^4 residues) than at the extracellular face (4^50 residues). The lon-
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gest extracellular loop (L3) is between strands 5 and 6 and, in
common with other porins, folds back into the interior of the
barrel and constricts the pore (Fig. 1).
The constriction site of the pore lies about halfway down

U

the barrel ; the pore is elliptical here with a free cross-section
î
î . There is a strongly
of approximate dimensions 13 A
11 A
asymmetric charge distribution at the pore constriction with a
cluster of ¢ve basic residues (all arginine) at the barrel wall
and four acidic on loop 3, giving rise to strong electrostatic
¢elds transverse and parallel to the pore axis. Two girdles of
aromatic residues run across the outer face of the barrel, with
î . Between these two girdles,
a vertical separation of 20^25 A
the surface of the barrel is composed of hydrophobic residues,
mostly alanine, valine and leucine. The aromatic girdles appear to mark the boundaries of the barrel surface interacting
with the hydrophobic core of the membrane. This structural
feature is found in certain other membrane proteins of known
structure [3^6,17^20].
The functional unit of porins is the trimer ; these are exceptionally stable, resistant to detergents and heat. Previous
structures show signi¢cant contacts between the monomers

Paracoccus porin. The
î 2 , that of
solvent-accessible area of the monomer is 14 000 A
2
î
the trimer is 34 090 A . Each monomer-monomer contact area
î 2 . In total, 57 out of the 295 residues of each
is thus 2636 A
[3^6] and this is also the case with

porin monomer are found at the trimer interface. Due to the
arrangement of porin trimers with respect to each other in the
asymmetric unit, the extracellular face of one trimer is opposed to that of the trimer above, the periplasmic face being
opposed to that of the trimer below. The crystal contacts of

Paracoccus

porin are mostly hydrogen bonds between polar

sidechains in these opposed sets of loops. There is also a
contact involving a calcium ion bound by two Asp-189 residues in the extracellular loop between strains 9 and 10 of
opposed trimers. This observation would explain the absolute
necessity of rather high concentrations of calcium for the
crystallisation of

Paracoccus

porin.

4. Discussion

In spite of the low completeness and resolution of our data,
the structure of

Paracoccus

porin presented here is overall of

good quality, mainly as it is the result of six-fold averaging.
There are 17 outlier residues [21] in the Ramachandran plot,
11 of which lie very close to the core regions ; the other six are
in loops with weak electron density and may well adopt more
favourable conformations in a higher resolution structure. We
Fig. 1. (A) Ribbon representation of
The shorter

L-strands

Paracoccus

are seeking to improve the resolution of the data by a number
porin monomer.

at the monomer-monomer interface are to-

wards the observer. The extracellular face of the barrel is at the

of means, including mutating residues involved in crystal
contacts.

Paracoccus

porin is very similar in structure to other

top ; the di¡erence in length between extracellular and periplasmic

non-speci¢c porins, having the same features of overall fold,

loops is evident. The termini are labelled and the charged residues

disposition of loop 3 and aromatic girdles. The pore size is

of the pore constriction site are shown in ball-and-stick representa-

similar to that of other non-speci¢c porins as is the unit con-

tion. (B) View along pore axis from the periplasmic face of

cus

Paracoc-

porin monomer. The trimer axis lies outside of the barrel be-

tween the N- and C-termini. For clarity, only the barrel wall and

ductance in 1 M KCl-3.2 nS [22]. The main di¡erence between

Paracoccus

and other non-speci¢c porins is the distribution of

loop 3 are shown. The pore constriction site is illustrated with the

charges at the pore constriction site. In most non-speci¢c por-

arginine cluster on the barrel wall and the negative charge cluster

ins of known structure, negative charges dominate [3,4] and

on loop 3 shown in ball-and-stick representation and labelled. The

the porins are cation-selective [23,24] ; except PhoE [5] where

numbers of positive and negative charges are almost balanced (5 to
4), in contrast to cation-selective porins. The sidechains of the argi-

positive charges dominate and which is anion selective. In

nine cluster are closely packed, indicating a strong electrostatic ¢eld

Paracoccus

in this region.

almost balanced and

the number of positive and negative charges is

Paracoccus

porin is non-selective [22].

Thus, it seems that the balance of charges in the pore con-
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striction site is the key to ionic selectivity in porins. This
proposal is supported by the observed e¡ects on ionic selectivity of porins upon the introduction of additional charges by
chemical modi¢cation [23] or site-directed mutagenesis [25].
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